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Topics Lecturers

● Overall perspectives of research with the FEL and X-FEL facilities

● Design of experiments with FEL sources

● Imaging by coherent diffraction in Transmission Electron Microscopy

● Phasing and information retrieval in CDI 

● Single-shot imaging of nano-objects with X-FEL

● Molecular Movies in biology using an X-FEL

● X-ray interaction with matter at the nanoscale

● The strong excitation density regime in time-dependent density-

functional theory 

● Modelling extreme spectroscopy and scattering

● Sample strategies for single particles (clusters, viruses) and for solids

● Acceleration technologies that work – towards CW-FEL

● Seeding and seeding-like properties of X-ray FELs  / Quantum FEL

● Challenges in detection

● Key parameters of sources, detectors, and data handling in present and 

future FEL experiments
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PURPOSE OF THE COURSE. The Workshop addresses the use of Free-Electron Lasers (FEL) for probing structural and dynamical properties of matter at the nanoscale, and the necessary
developments in experimental and theoretical methods.  As novel FEL research infrastructures are coming online, efforts are urgently required in order to carry out  successful science
programmes. This implies an overarching approach to the understanding of all experimental aspects, from pulse structure to sample delivery to detector response, and of the theoretical tools
and methods for data analysis and interpretation.
The workshop is accordingly organized as a symposium, with introductory lectures covering the state-of-play of the relevant experimental and theoretical aspect of FEL-based science,
followed by topical contributions. Each day will be dedicated to one set of topical aspects, from experiment design, to data analysis challenges, to theoretical understanding of strong-field
light-matter interaction, to the understanding of the sources and their perspective evolution, with experimental considerations feeding back to accelerator physics for the optimization of the
FEL sources. A large amount of time will be dedicated to discussion and interactions among participants. Participants will also have the opportunity to present their own scientific results in the
form of posters.

APPLICATIONS
Persons wishing to attend the School are requested to submit an application (and an abstract, if they wish to make a presentation) by filling the application form on the dedicated website
http://noxss.fisica.unimi.it. Alternatively, applications can be submitted by electronic mail to the  Workshop Directors, Prof. Giorgio Rossi and Prof. Giovanni Onida, Dipartimento di Fisica,
Università di Milano, Via Celoria 16, 20133 Milano, Italy   ( giorgio.rossi2@unimi.it  or giovanni.onida@mi.infn.it ).

Subject to sponsors' approval, external funding may permit a limited number of reduced workshop fees for graduate students and postdocs.

PLEASE NOTE
Lectures start in the morning of June 6 and end at noon of June 10. Participants should arrive in Erice on Sunday, June 5, possibly not later than 5 p.m. 
Departures in the afternoon of June 10.  
General information about the Workshop may be found at  http://noxss.fisica.unimi.it  
More information about the «Ettore Majorana» Foundation and Centre for Scientific Culture can be found at http://www.ccsem.infn.it
      
POETIC TOUCH  According to legend, Erice, son of Venus and Neptune, founded a small town on top of a mountain (750 metres above sea level) more than three thousand years ago. The
great historian Thucydides (~500 B.C.) said that the Elymi - founders of Erice - were survivors of the destruction of Troy. Ancient historians agreed that Erice was the oldest city in Europe.
Homer (~1000 B.C.), Theocritus (~300 B.C.), Polybius (~200 B.C.), Virgil (~50 B.C.), Horace (~20 B.C.), and others have celebrated this magnificent spot in Sicily in their poems. In Erice
you can admire the Castle of Venus, the Cyclopean Walls (~800 B.C.) and the Gothic Cathedral (~1300 A.D.). Erice is at present a mixture of ancient and medieval architecture.  Other
masterpieces of ancient civilization are to be found in the neighbourhood: at Motya (Phoenician), Segesta (Elymian), and Selinunte (Greek). On the Aegadian Islands - theatre of the decisive
naval battle of the first Punic War (264-241 B.C.) - suggestive neolithic and paleolithic vestiges are still visible: the grottoes of Favignana, the carvings and murals of Levanzo.  Splendid
beaches are at San Vito Lo Capo, Scopello, and Cornino, and a wild and rocky coast around Monte Cofano: all at less than one hour's drive from Erice.
           .
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